
- Reading Assessments:
  - Running records grew 7.4 levels on average from the beginning of 3rd grade to the end.
  - 46% of third graders topped out at level 44, which is equivalent to end of 5th grade reading level. We were unable to test at higher levels, even though we feel the students would have reached higher levels.
  - All students grew at least one year, with 90% of students showing growth of more than one academic year.

- Math Inventory: 35-question test given at the beginning, middle and end of school year.
  - 60% of students scored 85% or higher at the beginning of the school year.
  - 80% of students scored 85% or higher at the middle of the school year, with some students growing as much as 29 points.
  - 100% of students scored at the master level on the end of the year math test. These three third-grade classes were the top scoring in the Metro Nashville school district for the year.

- Attendance: Our students were at school 98% of the year.

TCAP scores are in and this third grade group scored 100% in Reading Mastery (77% last year); 80.5% in Social Studies (45% last year); 90.2% in Science (42.9% last year); and 92.7% in Math (80%) last year. Only one other school in Metro Nashville (in an affluent area) came in close to these scores.

Third-grade teachers in this group attribute these scores and improvements to their commitment to implementation of Quantum Learning in their classes.